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Where the Nagasaki Japanese Stands 
1. Introduction: This paper examines the distribution of the case markers ga and no in the 
Nagasaki variety of Japanese in detail, and claims that it stands between Old 
Japanese/Okinawan and Modern Japanese (the Tokyo variety of Japanese), showing a visible 
change from Old Japanese to Modern Japanese. Therefore, one may say that the Nagasaki 
Japanese is a connector between Old Japanese and Modern Japanese. Our claim is (1). 
2. Background: Old Japanese and Modern Japanese: Before examining data from the 
Nagasaki Japanese, we will review data from Old Japanese and Modern Japanese. Due to 
space limitations, Okinawan data will not be reviewed. See Tabata (2011). 
2.1. Old Japanese: Old Japanese shows agreement between the subject and the case marker 
it takes in person features, as shown in (2) and (3). In (2), the subject is the 3rd person, and 
the case marker it chooses is no in the relative clause. In (3), on the other hand, the subject is 
the 1st person, which chooses the case marker ga. Old Japanese also shows agreement 
between the subjects and the conjugational forms of the predicates, as shown in (4) and (5). In 
(4), the predicate is in the conclusive form, and the 3rd person subject is marked with the 
morphologically null element ø. In (5), the predicate is in the continuous form, and the 3rd 
person subject is marked with no. Furthermore, Old Japanese also shows agreement between 
the possessor nominal within DP and the case marker it takes, as shown in (6) and (7). In (6), 
the possessor nominal is the 1st person, and it takes the case marker ga. In (7), on the other 
hand, the possessor nominal is the 3rd person, which takes the case marker no. 
2.2. Modern Japanese: In Modern Japanese, the patterns in agreement observed in Old 
Japanese have all disappeared. The relevant data are shown in (8)-(12). First, (8) and (9) show 
no agreement in person features between the subjects and the case markers they take. Second, 
(9) and (10) show no agreement between the subjects and the conjugational forms of the 
predicates. Third, (11) and (12) show no agreement in person features between the possessor 
nominal and the case marker it takes. 
3. The Nagasaki Japanese: Let us now examine data from the Nagasaki Japanese. First, the 
Nagasaki Japanese shows no agreement between the subject and the case marker it takes in 
person features, as shown in (13) and (14). Second, the Nagasaki Japanese also shows no 
agreement between the subjects and the conjugational forms of the predicates, as shown in 
(15) and (16).  However, the remarkable point with these examples is the fact that unlike Old 
Japanese/Modern Japanese, the subject can be followed by either one of the two case markers 
ga and no. Third, the Nagasaki Japanese shows no agreement in person features between the 
possessor nominal within DP and the case marker it takes, as shown in (17) and (18), just like 
Modern Japanese. Note that in this case, the case marker is restricted to no, not ga. 
4. Discussion: The above data indicate that the Nagasaki Japanese stands between Old 
Japanese/Okinawan and Modern Japanese in terms of (i) person agreement between the 
subjects/the possessors and the case markers, (ii) agreement between the subjects and the 
predicates, and (iii) the licensors of the two case markers. This clearly shows a visible change 
from Old Japanese to Modern Japanese. The most significant characteristic of the Nagasaki 
Japanese is the fact that T licenses the two case markers ga and no. This is just like Old 
Japanese, and unlike Modern Japanese. This fact seems to suggest two things. First, the 
Nagasaki Japanese will not show the Transitivity Restriction (Watanabe (1996)). This is 
confirmed by the example in (19). Second, one may claim that what licenses the genitive 
subject in the Nagasaki Japanese is the head Aspect, such as yotta ‘PROG,’ as shown in (20). 
However, even without such a head, the sentence is perfect, as shown in (21). This clearly 
indicates that what licenses the genitive subject is not the head Aspect, but the head T. If the 
claim in this paper is correct, it also suggests that Modern Japanese, or the Tokyo Japanese, 
has acquired a new agreement system, where T only licenses ga, and D only licenses no, 
departing from varieties of Japanese, such as the Nagasaki variety of Japanese. 
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(1)   Licensors of the Case Markers Ga and No in the Four Varieties of Japanese 

Varieties of 
Japanese 

T D 

Agreement Between the 
Subjects/the Possessors 
and the Case Markers in

Person Features 

Agreement 
Between 

the Subjects and the 
Predicates 

Old Japanese ga/no/ø ga/no YES YES 
Okinawan ga/nu ga/nu YES YES 

Nagasaki Japanese ga/no no NO NO 
Modern Japanese ga no NO NO 

(2)   [[imijiku   hito-no        shiritaru]     gen]   nare  domo 
         very well person-Gen know.ADN word  be     although 
     ‘although (it is) the word which people know very well’ (MnS (328-11 Joo)) 
(3)   [[tada wa-ga tatetaru]                       koto]  
       just   I-Gen  paid due respect.ADN fact   
     ‘the fact that I paid due respect (to him)’ (GM (277-13(4)))  
(4)   ...Taketori-no-okina to    iu   mono-ø   ari-keri.  
        Taketori-no-okina thatsay one-Nom be-PAST.CON 
     ‘…there was a man called Taketori-no-okina...’ (TM (017-04)) ((5) MnS (241-09 Ge)) 
(5)   Emon-no-joo   nari-keru mono-no     esenaru     otokooya-o motari-te, 
     EMONNOJOO be-PAST person-Nom of.low.class father-Acc  have.CONT-and 
     ‘The person who is in the position of Emonnojoo has a father of low class,’  
(6)   1st and 2nd Person Pronouns  (7)   Non-1st and 2nd Person Pronouns 
     wa-ga  ko                      hito-no         ko 
     I-Gen  child                    person-Gen child 
     ‘my child’ (TM (043-04))          ‘the person’s child’ (MS (12-3017)) 
(8-9) Kinoo-wa     {(8) watashi-ga/*-no} / {(9)  Masashi-ga/*-no}   ryoorishita.  
     yesterday-Top     I-Nom/-Gen           Masashi-Nom/-Gen  cooked 
     ‘Yesterday, {(8) I} / {(9) Masashi} cooked.’ 
(10)  Kyoo  Masashi-ga/*-no   ryoorisure-ba,   (11)  watashi-no/*-ga  kuruma 
     today Masashi-Nom/-Gen cook.REALIS-if      I-Gen/-Nom     car 
     ‘If Masashi cooked today,’                   ‘my car’ 
(12)  Masashi-no/*-ga     kuruma       (13)  [kinoo    watashi-ga/-no hashitta]  riyuu 
     Masashi-Gen/-Nom  car                 yesterday I-Nom/-Gen   ran.ADN reason 
     ‘Masashi’s car’                       ‘the reason why I ran yesterday’ 
(14)  [kinoo    Masashi-ga/-no     hashitta]  riyuu 
      yesterday Masashi-Nom/-Gen ran.ADN reason 
     ‘the reason why Masashi ran yesterday’ 
(15)  Kinoo-wa     Masashi-ga/-no     hashitta-yo. 
     yesterday-Top Masashi-Nom/-Gen ran.CON-PART 
     ‘Yesterday, Masashi ran.’  
(16)  Kinoo    Masashi-ga/-no      hashiri-hajimeta-yo.   (17)  watashi-no/*-ga  kuruma 
     yesterday  Masashi-Nom/-Gen  run.CONT-start-PART      I-Gen/-Nom     car 
     ‘Yesterday, Masashi started to run.’                      ‘my car’  
(18)  Masashi-no/*-ga    kuruma (19)  Kinoo    Masashi-no    baiorin-ba  hiki-yotta. 
     Masashi-Gen/-Nom car          yesterday Masashi-Nom violin-Acc play-PRG.PAST 
     ‘Masashi’s car’                ‘Yesterday, Masashi played the violin.’ 
(20)  Kinoo     Masashi-no    hashiri-yotta. 
     yesterday  Masashi-Gen  run.CONT-PRG.PAST  ‘Yesterday, Masashi ran.’ 
(21)  Kinoo     Masashi-no    hashitta-batten, 
     yesterday  Masashi-Gen  ran-but               ‘Yesterday, Masashi ran, but’ 


